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A rheological law based on the concept of cooperatively sheared flow zones is presented, in which the
effective thermodynamic state variable controlling flow is identified to be the isoconfigurational shear
modulus of the liquid. The law captures Newtonian as well as non-Newtonian viscosity data for glassforming metallic liquids over a broad range of fragility. Acoustic measurements on specimens deformed at
a constant strain rate correlate well with the measured steady-state viscosities, hence verifying that
viscosity has a unique functional relationship with the isoconfigurational shear modulus.
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Over the last three decades, several phenomenological
theories have been proposed to explain flow in metallic
glasses, most of which were founded on two hypothetical
flow mechanisms: dilatation [1] and cooperative shear [2].
By analogy to granular materials, metallic glasses were
thought to flow by deformation-induced dilatation, which
results in the creation of a microstructural ‘‘free volume’’
leading to flow localization and consequent softening [1].
Owing to their ability to effectively capture the flow characteristics of metallic glasses, free volume models have
been regarded as good phenomenological flow models and
have been widely embraced. Even though experimental
assessment of excess molar volume provided certain evidence of deformation-induced dilatation [3,4], it has not
been possible to quantitatively link measurable free volume to flow as predicted by free volume models. To some
extent, this can be attributed to the lack of a fundamental
thermodynamic definition of ‘‘free volume’’ leading to
constitutive models that possibly lack thermodynamic consistency. In an alternative approach [2], flow in amorphous
metals was thought to be accommodated by cooperative
shearing of atomic clusters, referred to as ‘‘shear transformation zones.’’ In a recent study [5], it has been shown
that plastic yielding in metallic glasses can be effectively
accounted for by adopting a cooperative yielding analysis for these flow zones similar to the one developed by
Frenkel [6] for dislocation-free crystals. In the present
study, we employ such cooperative shear flow analysis to
investigate the rheology of metallic glass-forming liquids.
Following [5], a periodic energy density  versus strain
 can be formulated as =0  sin2 =4c , where 0
is the barrier energy density, and c is a critical shear
strain limit shown to be a universal scale for metallic
glasses. Considering that the shear modulus is given by
the curvature of the energy density function, i.e., G 
d2 =d2 j0 , a linear relationship between barrier energy
density and shear modulus can be formulated as 0 
8=2 2c G. Multiplying by an effective zone volume ,
the total energy barrier for configurational hopping be0031-9007=06=97(6)=065502(4)

tween inherent states, which can be regarded as the activation barrier for shear flow, can be expressed as
W  8=2 2c G. Acknowledging that the variables contributing to barrier softening are G and , the expression
for the energy barrier can be rearranged as W 
W0 G=G0 =0 , where G0 and 0 are characteristic
scales for the shear modulus and the zone volume, and
W0  8=2 2c G0 0 . Taking the barrier crossing rate
normalized by an attempt frequency to follow a
Boltzmann distribution function, we can arrive at a viscosity law based on barrier softening:
=1  expW=kT;

(1)

where 1 is the Born-liquid limit of viscosity, which can
be realized in the limit of W ! 0.
In the context of this analysis, Newtonian flow can be
regarded as thermally activated flow where barriers are
overcome entirely by thermal fluctuations. The viscosity
should therefore be determined by the shear modulus and
zone volume corresponding to the equilibrium configurational state, Ge and e , whose temperature dependence we
describe by an exponential decay function, as Ge =G0 
expnT=Tg  and e =0  exppT=Tg , where Tg is
the glass transition temperature. The form of this function
originates from the probability distribution of inherent
configurational states in a potential energy landscape
model of a metallic glass [7]. In these expressions, n and
p are indices quantifying the contributions of G and  to
the softening of W. The equilibrium barrier therefore takes
the form We  W0 expT=Tw , where Tw  Tg =n  p.
Substituting into Eq. (1), an equilibrium viscosity law is
obtained with two parameters, W0 and Tw , as follows:



e
W
T
 exp 0 exp 
:
(2)
1
Tw
kT
In Fig. 1, we present the fit of the equilibrium law to
Newtonian viscosity data of metallic glass-forming liquids.
The law effectively captures the Newtonian viscosity of
Zr41:2 Ti13:8 Ni10 Cu12:5 Be22:5 [8] and Pd40 Ni40 P20 [9–11]
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scape morphology and hence p is expected to be similar for
all liquids. Using a Debye model, one can estimate p
2=3 [24]. From the functional dependencies of G and ,
the relationship G=G0   =0 n=p can be recognized,
which leads to a correlation between G and W as
G=G0   W=W0 q , or more importantly, between G
and  as:

 q
G
kT


ln
;
(3)
G0
W0
1

FIG. 1. Fit of the equilibrium viscosity law, Eqs. (1) and (2),
to Newtonian data of metallic glass-forming liquids:
(䊐);
Pd40 Ni40 P20
( );
Zr41:2 Ti13:8 Ni10 Cu12:5 Be22:5
Pd40 Ni10 Cu30 P20 (䉰); Pd77:5 Cu6 Si16:5 (䉯); La55 Al25 Ni20 (5);
Mg65 Cu25 Y10 (4). Low-temperature viscosity data were produced by three-point beam bending, continuous-strain-rate tension and compression, and parallel-plate rheometry; hightemperature data were produced by concentric-cylinder rheometry, oscillating crucible, and electrostatic levitation [8–
11,13,14,16 –21].

over the entire range of temperatures studied rheologically.
Moreover, plotted on a normalized plot [12] (insert in
Fig. 1), the law captures Newtonian data of liquids ranging
from the strongest to the most fragile [13,14,16 –21], and
can thus be perceived as a universal viscosity law. The
fitting parameters are given in Table I. By comparison to
free-volume based laws, the two-parameter softening law
fits Newtonian data better than the two-parameter VogelFulcher-Tammann law [22], and at least as good as the
three-parameter Cohen-Grest law [23].
As evidenced from Fig. 1 and Table I, fragile liquids are
characterized by high Tg =Tw ratios, which suggests that
liquid fragility is dictated by n  p, i.e., by the combined
softening effects of G and . Since G is determined by the
morphology of the potential energy landscape (i.e., ),
n is expected to be unique for a given liquid. On the other
hand,  is expected to be weakly dependent on the land-

where q  n=n  p  1  2=3Tw =Tg  and G0 
Ge Tg  expqTg =Tw . Equation (3) essentially states that
variations in viscosity correlate uniquely to variations in
shear modulus.
We can now proceed to extend the softening law to the
case of a driven system. A non-Newtonian flow law can be
formulated by considering the flow-induced shift in the
specific configurational potential energy of shear zones, ",
and its effect on W. The rate of barrier softening can thus
be formulated as W_ sof  "W=",
_
where "_ / _ 2 is the
rate of production of specific configurational potential
energy (taken to be proportional to the rate of dissipated
energy density), _ is strain rate, and W=" 
@W=@T=@"=@T is a thermodynamic parameter denoting changes in W with respect to changes in ".
Near Tg , @W=@T W0 expTg =Tw =Tw and @"=@T
@h=@TjTg , where h is the specific configurational enthalpy and @h=@TjTg can be evaluated from enthalpy
recovery experiments. Configurational relaxation can be
accounted for by adopting a unimolecular kinetic model
as
W_ rel / W  We =M ,
where
M  =G 
=G0 W=W0 q  is the Maxwell relaxation time.
Requiring W_ sof  W_ rel for steady flow, we arrive at a
self-consistent nonequilibrium law:
_ 2 W=" 

W  We W=W0 q
:
=G0

(4)

In the above equation,  is a model parameter incorporating two unknown proportionality constants: the conversion
efficiency of dissipated energy into potential energy, and a
factor quantifying the deviation of the system’s relaxation
rate from Maxwellian.

TABLE I. Fit parameters to the equilibrium viscosity law, Eq. (1), for various metallic glass-forming liquids. It is noted that 1 was
assigned a value near the Planck limit which resulted in a best fit (as typically implemented when fitting viscosity).

Zr41:2 Ti13:8 Ni10 Cu12:5 Be22:5 [8]
Pd40 Ni40 P20 [9–11]
Pd43 Ni10 Cu27 P20 [13,14]
Pd77:5 Cu6 Si16:5 [16,17]
La55 Al25 Ni20 [18,19]
Mg65 Cu25 Y10 [20,21]

Tg K

Tw K

Tg =Tw

613
560
569
635
450
405

350
222
200
180
314
236

1.75
2.52
2.85
3.53
1.43
1.72
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W0 J
1:6
3:2
4:6
9:6
9:2
1:1

1018
1018
1018
1018
1019
1018

1 Pa-s
5:6
4:0
2:2
1:0
5:3
1:5

103
103
103
102
104
103
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FIG. 2. Fit of the nonequilibrium viscosity law, Eq. (4), to the
non-Newtonian data of (a) Zr41:2 Ti13:8 Ni10 Cu12:5 Be22:5 [15] and
(b) Pd40 Ni10 Cu30 P20 [14]. The data were obtained by
continuous-strain-rate compression experiments using the
Instron setup described in [15]. The small discrepancy in the
Newtonian data of Zr41:2 Ti13:8 Ni10 Cu12:5 Be22:5 between [8,15]
was adjusted by introducing a temperature correction of 8 K.

For Zr41:2 Ti13:8 Ni10 Cu12:5 Be22:5 , Ge Tg  33 GPa [25],
and @h=@TjTg 1:5 MJ=m3 K [26] which gives
W="  5:29 1028 m3 . For Pd43 Ni10 Cu27 P20 ,
Ge Tg  31 GPa [27], and @h=@TjTg 2:5 MJ=m3 K
[28] which gives W="  5:32 1028 m3 . In Fig. 2
we present the solution of Eq. (4), superimposed on the
non-Newtonian data of Zr41:2 Ti13:8 Ni10 Cu12:5 Be22:5 [15]
and Pd43 Ni10 Cu27 P20 [14], produced by adjusting  to 16
and 61, respectively. Evidently, the nonequilibrium model
seems capable of effectively capturing non-Newtonian
viscosity data by adjustment of just one parameter.
We have therefore demonstrated that liquid fragility and
strain-rate sensitivity are dictated by the softening of W
which is uniquely determined by the thermodynamics of
G. We can therefore regard G as the effective thermodynamic state variable governing flow. Contrary to free volume, which is presumed to vanish at some finite
temperature below glass transition producing a singularity
in viscosity, G is thermodynamically well behaved rendering the viscosity law thermodynamically consistent.
Fundamentally, G represents the isoconfigurational shear
modulus of the liquid at the high-frequency ‘‘solidlike’’
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limit, and unlike free volume, is a thermodynamically
well-defined and experimentally accessible property.
Accordingly, acoustic measurements during mechanical
deformation would be expected to correlate with viscosity
assessed from measuring flow stress. We shall hence attempt to validate such correlation by measuring shear
moduli of stressed configurational states and comparing
them to the associated viscosities.
We utilized specimens of Zr41:2 Ti13:8 Ni10 Cu12:5 Be22:5
and Pd43 Ni10 Cu27 P20 which have undergone mechanical deformation at constant rates at 593 K [15] and
548 K [14], respectively. Deformation was performed for
sufficiently long time to allow a steady-state flow stress to
be attained, and upon unloading, quenching was performed
as rapidly as possible in an effort to freeze the configurational state associated with that flow stress. We evaluated
the shear modulus of the quenched unloaded specimens
using ultrasonic measurements along with density measurements [29]. Shear longitudinal wave speeds were
measured using the pulse-echo overlap setup described
in [25]. Densities were measured by the Archimedes
method, as given in the American Society of Testing
Materials standard C693-93. The room temperature measurements were corrected to estimate the shear modulus at
the temperature of the flow experiment by accounting for
the Debye-Grüneisen temperature effect on the shear
modulus of the frozen glass. We utilized measured linear
Debye-Grüneisen coefficients of
9 MPa=K for
Zr41:2 Ti13:8 Ni10 Cu12:5 Be22:5 [25] and
15 MPa=K for
Pd43 Ni10 Cu27 P20 [27].

FIG. 3. Acoustically measured shear moduli (corrected for
Debye-Grüneisen effect) of quenched unloaded specimens
following steady deformation at the indicated rates:
Zr41:2 Ti13:8 Ni10 Cu12:5 Be22:5 at 593 K (䊐) and Pd40 Ni40 P20 at
548 K ( ). Shear modulus predicted from viscosity data using
Eq. (3): Zr41:2 Ti13:8 Ni10 Cu12:5 Be22:5 at 593 K (䊐) and
Pd43 Ni10 Cu27 P20 at 548 K ( ). Solid lines are predictions
from Eq. (4).
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The results from the acoustic measurements are presented in Fig. 3. The measurements clearly indicate the
effect of strain rate on shear modulus. This effect has also
been observed in recent molecular dynamics simulations
[30]. In Fig. 3 we superimpose the shear moduli predicted
from viscosities using Eq. (3), along with the solution of
the nonequilibrium law, Eq. (4). As evidenced from Fig. 3,
the shear modulus measured acoustically can be adequately correlated to the viscosity assessed from measuring
flow stress. The small apparent discrepancy in this correlation may be related to the ex situ nature of the acoustic
experiment. During unloading and quenching of specimens
prior to measuring sound velocities, some degree of relaxation towards equilibrium might occur, or some fraction
of potential energy might instantaneously recover as elastic, resulting in lower apparent strain-rate sensitivity.
In conclusion, we presented a rheological law based on
the concept of cooperatively sheared flow zones, in which
the effective thermodynamic variable governing flow is
identified to be the isoconfigurational shear modulus of
the liquid. We found the law capable of explaining the
equilibrium as well as the nonequilibrium flow of metallic
glass-forming liquids. We further demonstrated that variations in viscosity with both temperature and strain rate can
be uniquely correlated to variations in isoconfigurational
shear modulus, and hence verified that viscosity has a
unique functional relationship and a one-to-one correspondence with shear modulus.
This work was supported by the MRSEC Program of the
National Science Foundation under Grant No. DMR0520565. The authors are grateful to G. Ravichandran for
providing the Instron apparatus and to M. L. Lind for
providing the pulse-echo overlap setup.
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